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IV. LIST OF SYMBOLS

a semimajor axis of ellipse, ft

b semiminor axis of ellipse, ft

A,B,C,D,E,
terms defined in equations (20a),(20b), and (20c)

F,G,H,I

A',B',C',D',
terms defined in equation (25)

E',F'
A",B",C”,D",terms

defined in equations (56a) and ääwwk
E",F",G",H“

e numerical eccentricity

g gravitational constant

h altitude above surface of earth, ft

K curvature, radians/ft

m
6

mass of body, lb·sec2/ft

r radius, ft

R radius of earth (20,926,*55 ft)

s arc distance traveled during the burning of the last

stage, ft

t time required to travel from a point to apogee, sec

Tc’J period of circular orbit of radius rg, sec
V velocity, ft/sec

VC,J velocity for circular orbit at radius rj, ft/sec
Ve exhaust velocity relative to the vehicle, ft/sec

w weight, lb

x distance traveled over the earth's surface, ft
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a angle of attack, radians

7 fl1ght•path angle, radians (unless noted otherwise)

yp the change of flight·path angle due tc disturbances
of the spin·stabilized last stage, radiana

6 central angle between a point and apogee, radians

Qüt the central angle between the ignition of the last stage

and the peak of the actual ascent trajectory (due to

change 1n time necessary to reach the peak), radians

n gravitational parameter for earth (l„ä07528 x 1016 ft;/sec?)

6 standard deviation

w the angle between the longitudinal body axis and the local

horizon at the peak of the ascent trajectory with zero

errors, radians

e the angle between the local horizon at the actual peak of

the ascent trajectory and the tangent to the flight path

at ignition of the last stage, radians

<¤ thrust uisalinment, radians

Subscripts

o conditions at burnout of the next·to-last stage

1 conditions at ignition of the last stage

1 conditions at burnout of the last stage (injection)

J refers to any general condition

a apogee

p perigee

A peak of intended ascent trajectory

6 change during burning ot the last stage
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V. IHTROBUCTION

A.necessary part of any study concerning the launching of a

satellite vehicle is an analysis of the effect of errors present during

the launching upon the final orbit which is to be achieved. This in·

formation may be used to determine the accuracies (in Velocity, altitude,

flight·path eagle at burnout of the next—to—last stage, thrust of the

last stage, etc.) which must be maintained to insure an orbit which is

satisfactory for the purpose of the satellite. If these accuracies are

fixed (and this is the normal situation), this analysis will give the

error in the orbit which should be expected.

In the case to be considered here, there exists a const period

between the burnout of the next·to-last stage and the ignition of the

last stage. Tis period may be treated by use of the ballistic

equations which require that the altitude at burnout of the next-to-

last stage should be great enough to allow the neglect of aerodynamic

drag. The last stage is then ignited et the peak of the ascent tra-

jectory and provides the Velocity increment necessary to place the

satellite into orbit.

There is no provision for velocity control in the vehicle so the

only manner in which the injection altitude and Velocity may be varied

is by changing the launch angle of the initial stage and ignition time

of the suhsequent stages. It should be noted that the majority of

orbits of interest will not be circular.

Previously the Martin Company (ref. l) has studied this problem

using machine calculated trajectories. In this study, several parameters
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were varid separately, by small amounts, and trajectories calculated.

This type of study requires a large amount of time and is limited to

a particular vehicle. Gedeon and Dawler (ref. 2) have studied the

effect of injection parameters upon orbits which are not limited to

near·circular conditions while Benegra (ref. 5) has studied the same

problem tor near•circular orbits. These last two studies do not

consider how the errors present at burnout of the last stage develop,

and consequently a different method must be used to determine this.

Since only a few of the possible orbits may be considered as near

circular, the second study is of little use in the present analysis.

In determining the errors for the more general case, the present

analysis makes use of the partial derivatlves of the solutions to the

equations of motion for s particle in a central force field. Charts

of these partial derivatives are presented for a wide range of initial

conitions which greatly reduce the amount of work required to evaluate

the errors in the apogee and perigee altitudes.

1
1 s___________..._...................................................................-....-
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’vI. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The type of vehicle which is of interest in the present analysis

is a multistage rocket. The particular vehicle is the Scout which

is a four·stage solid-fuel rocket. Each of the stages except the

last is provided with controls which are capable of regulating the

direction that the vehicle points and the time of ignition of each

stage. Aerodynamic controls (fine) are used on the first stage and reaction

controls (hydrogen—peroxide rockets) are used on the second and third

stages although the type of control is uninportant in this analysis.

There is no control over the velocity incremnt of each stage. The

guidance system which operates the controls is located in the next·to·

last stage.

The last two stages are locked together until the ignition of the

last stage and the controls in the next·to·last stage are used to aline

the longitudinal axis of the last two stages parallel to the local

horizontal at the peak of the ascent trajectory. Immediately before the

ignition of the last stage, the last stage is spun about its longitudinal

axis which stabilizes it when it is not connected to the preceding stage.

The trajectory of the vehicle may be divided into four portions.

The first portion includes the trajectory between the launching of the

vehicle and the burnout of the next»to·last stage. The presence of

aerodynamic and control forces during this portion of the trajectory

result in equations of motion which cannot be solved in closed form.

An IBM TOR was used to solve the three degree—of·freedom equations of

motion. The three degree·of•freedom considered are translations in
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the vertical plane and a rotation about the pitch axis of the vehicle.

The errors in altitude, velocity, and flight·ath angle at burnout of

the next-to-last stage were found using a number of machine calculated

trajectories in which individual quantities such as total impulse, weight,

thrust alinement and guidance accuracy of each stage were varied seperately.

The errors in altitude, velocity, and flight·path angle at burnout of the

next—to-last stage were found by the root·mean—square mthod using the

errors caused by the individual variation of these quantities.

The second portion of the trajectory is the coast period between

the burnout of the next·to·last stage and the ignition of the last stage.

This portion of the trajectory is assumd to take place at an altitude

which is sufficiently large so that any aerodynamic forces present are

negligible. The control forces required to orient the last two stages

prior to ignition of the last stage are assumed to rotate the last two

stages about their center of gravity without altering their trajectory.

The trajectory of the last two stages during the coast period can be

treated using the ballistic equations because of the assumption that

the aerodynamic and control forces are negligible.

The third portion of the trajectory occurs during the burning of

the last stage and is treated by an approximate method. A treatment

of the errors during this period using the method of Sohn (ref. M),

a better approximation than the method used here, would be more compli-

cated and not of sufficiently improved accuracy to justify the additional

complications.

The fourth portion of the trajectory is the orbit after burnout

of the last stage, or injection. This portion is treated using the

.g__________________.................................................-.---------
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orbital equations. The only qusntities of interest to this analysis

are the apoggee and perigee altitudes.

The first portion of the trajectory is studied using machine

calculs.tio¤s„ This analysis is concerned with the last three portions

of the tra,je<:tory.
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VII. ANALYSIS

The errors in the trajectory after burnout of the next-to·-last

stage are treated using a convergent Taylor's series. The general

form of a series of this type for a function of m variables is given

by reference 5 as

S!
f(xl + 111,::2 + k2,...,xm + km)n¤=o

Ö (I1)
_

km (1)

where the symbolic notation with the index n in parentheses denotes

the result of multiplying out the operator fornallv and then operating

on the function. This series exists if f(x]_,xg,...,xm) has partial

derivatives of all orders and if

LI-¤¤ Ä- 1; Ö Ö . . .**2 V2 * *
a (¤)

f . . . ¤ 0

rer (0 < 6,, < 1)
where the notation indicates that the partial derivatives in this limit

are evaluated at the point (xl + 6¤kl,x3 + 8ukQ,..._,xm + Gnkm).

If the constants k]_,k2,...,km are defined to be smll changes or

errors in the corresponding variables then equation (1) can be written as

4 4 44
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6 +AX Ö +3, .„ 1 26*;.; 2 *6;;
n=o

5 (11)
•••

+If

only the first two terms of the series are considered,

equation (2) becomes

Ö
S; +

1

Ax2·-E-·+ ...+Axm-Q-f(xl,x2,...,xm) (j)Öxg Öx

The error in the function is defined es

Af(x}_,xg, . . .,xm) = f(x]_ + Ax]_,x2 + Axg, . . .,xm + Axm) — f(x}_,x2,. . .,xm)

and therefore

Af(xl,x2,...,x.m) =¤ Axl —-§-·- + Axg + ... + Axm -E-— i’(xl,x2,...,xm) (M)ÖX1 ö¤¤2 öxm

This is the general form which will be used to determine the errors

in the functions of interest.

The notation used in the analysis is illustrated in figure 1.

A. Errors in Injection Radius (Ari)

The injection radius (ri) is a function of the following quantities

i
(see eq. (A-10)):

I _
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ri == f(rO.V„.70rs) (5)

The error in the injection radius, equal to the change in injection

altitude, is found, using equation (N), to be

Sr Sr Sr Sr (6)Sr0 SV0 S70 Srö

The injection radius is the radius at ignition of the last stage

(ri) plus the change in radius during the burning of the last stage (rg)

ri ·· Y1 + rs (7)

The only manner that rg could be effected by small errors in

r0, V0, and 70 would be through changes in rl, resulting in changes

in the aerodynamic drag and the force of gravity during the burning

of the last stage. The aerodynamic drag has already been assumed

negligible. The last stage travels almost horisontally during this

period so that gravity has only a small effect upon the distance

traveled and the extremely small change in the force of gravity caused

by small changes in r0, V0, and 70 is completely negligible.

With these considerations equation (6) becomes

(Ar =.Ar + ———·AN + —-».A. +(or (8)

For the Scout vehicle the largest value of Ar0 will be no greater

than l nautical mile as indicated by a series of schine calculated

trajectories. The last stage travels almost horizontally during its

i

period of burning and as a result, the change in altitude during this

(
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period will be less than 5 percent of the distance traveled. In most

cases, this change will be less than 5 miles. If the minimum injection

altitude is greater than 150 nautical miles, then the total error in

ri caused by' Arc and. arg will be less than M percent and can be

neglected. When Arc and arg are neglected, equation (8) becomes

örl örl
(9)

This eqnation may be rewritten in a form which will be simpler

to use. Since Arc is small (rg and Vg,O are considered to be
constant) eqnation (9) becomes

ro ö(r1/rs) ö(r1/ro)
Vc,o ö(Vo/Vc,o) a7o

when expressed in ratio form.

Expressing the partial derivatives in this form has the advantage

of eliminating Yo as a variable. The equations of these partial

derivatives are given in appendix C (eqs. (Cl) and (C2))and presented

in figures 2 and 5.

B. Errors in Injection Velocity (nwi)

The injection velocity is a function of the following quantities

(¤<1· (MBH
vi

‘
f(rQ}vQ)7()}$]_}vß)The

error in Vi can be expressed as

I_ _.
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Av Evl Ar Evl Av Evi A Evl Evl AV (12)° ······•·· + ········· + ····—-· 7 + --·-·- 1 + ·-·-·-·1 ÖTQ O BVO O ö7O O Ö

The injection velocity (Vi) is the vector sum of the velocity at

ignition of the last stage (V;) and the velocity increment of the last

stage (V5). The simple scalar addition neglecting angularity of these

velocities will cause less than 0.1 percent change in Vi for the

range of velocities and angles of interest (10,000 < V; < 20,0005

5,000 < Vg < 15,000; ·5° < cx. < 5°), so that

vl ~ vl + vg (15)

Small changes in ro, V0, and 70 will have a negligible effect

upon V5 tor the same reasons that they had a negligible effect upon rg.

With these considerations equstion (12) may be written as

Ev; Ev; BV; EvaAV ¤-—-Ar +——·--AV +-———A7 +-·-—A:p +AV (1*+)i BTO O BV0 0 ö7O 0 ötpl l Ö

This equation may be simplified by considering the size of the

following:

ÖV1 IS-I-I-· Arc ¤ O that is, aeronhmamic drag is neglected and the effect of aso
very small change in the force of gravity caused by a small

change in Yo can also be neglected.
Ev
-gg-Arp === 0 that is, V0 depends only slightly upon Q1 and Ami is

small so that their product is negligible.
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With these assumptions equation (lk) becomes

BV BVAV; =¤ —--3-‘· AVO + -·~·]-=A7O + AVÖ (15)ÖV0 Ö7o

This equation may now be written in a form similar to equation (10), or

am/vc 0) am/vs O)av ---————--%---av +v -—-—-—-!—-ay 4-av (16)1 Q +.*:,0 ah) O Ö

The partial derivatives in this equation are given in appendix C

(eqs. (C5) and (C9)) and are presented in figures ü and 5.

C. Errors in Injection Angle (Ani)

The injection error which remsins to be considered is the error in

the £1ight·path angle at injection (Ani). Figure 1 shows that the

inqection flight·path angle is given by the relation

7i“71+7ö*7p*98 (17)

where, in equation (17)

71 is the flight-path eagle at ignition ot the last stage.

75 is the change in £light·path eagle during the thrusting of the

last stage, if the last stage is treated es a particle.

7p is the change in flight·path eagle during the thrusting of the

spin stabilized last stage caused by disturbances such as thrust

misalinement and initial pitch rate assuming the angle of attack

to be zero.

85 is the central angle change during thrusting of the last stage.



O
Figure M. - Rate of change of V1/V0 0 with respect to VG/VC,O for

_ values cf 0 and 70 . 6
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Thus, it follcrws that the error in 71 is

A °’=~A ö’1A *1 °’1 A (18)¤¤ -—-· + --- + ——-—-· A ·•—
-—-· A

but equation (17) shows that

in A in A 21. A in A A611 618 618 668

so that

A71 ¤· Ayl + A78 + Ayp + A6; (19)

The equations for the various terms in this equation are derived

in appendix B. When these are substituted into equstion (19) and

simplitied, by neglecting second order terms, the equation for A71

becomes

T6 6 1 V8 V1 BU/Te 6) 1 V6 Ö96A7··—·-¢-·-——·—-ca--·~·—·— +-—-—--——
AV-•·1 {Voß 1 Voß Vi äZVo;Vc,o) O

1 6 1; B9 V-~

6 6 -la ..Z¤am am + an Ayl (B19)

66 B9 6 1; ·1·A ) 6 1; tr )
The partgial derivstives -2, —-—·——-—-E-—-·-, ·—·£·-—-e(-——‘-Y-·(?——, and -5-—-Ä-9-=”-2--·ö7o ö(VO/vC,O) ayü a(Vo/Vc,o)

are developed in appendix C (eqs. (C5), (C6), (C7), and (C8))and are
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676
presented in figures 6, 7, 8, and 9, The partial derivatives E- andÖY
-5;-6- can be found by using information given by the method of Buglia,

1
Young, Tinmons, and Brinkworth (ref. 6).

D. Sumry of Equations for Etrrors in Injection Radius,

Velocity, and Angle

For convenience, equations (10), (16), and (B·19) are sxamrized below

Az·1==AAV°+BA9*o (200.)

AVi • C AVO + D A70 + AVÖ (20b)

(20c)

where

A ·
Io ö(1·]_/ro)

Vc,o 6(V;Vc,o)

B
_

r 6<rl/ro)o To j
Ca(Vo/Vc,o)

V V
1 arc

E_ IE as +1,,,, 1 E__v_3_v}_a(·¤/·1·„O)
Vc,o vi Vo,o 1 " 6 V 61 6(Vo/Vc,o)
Va 69 1 V8 V1 6(V/Te o)9%
67ö9 " a-ÖT

H =° gg
1

V
I zu 2V1
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These equations are useful only if the values of AVO, A70, AV5, Aw,

A7l, and Am are known. In practice, only the standard deviations of

these quansuities will be known. The standard deviation is a measure of

the dispersion of a quantity. The probability that the dispersion of a

quantity will be less than a given fraction of the standard deviation

may be found in tables, such as those in reference 7.

The relation between the standard deviation of the known quantities

[atnvg), atnyg), atavö), stars), ath), and a(A<pÜ and tna standard
deviation of the unknown quantities E1(Ari ) , ¤(AVi), and ¤(A7i)] is
given in reference 8. The standard deviations of Ari, AVi, and Ari are

2 . 2 1/2atari) = @2 Ertavoj] + xffirtayoß} (Ela)
E 2 D2 2 2 2/2

a(AVi) =¤ C EKAVOÜ Eztavöß (21-b)

2 2 2 2 2 2 • 2ata, 1 s E [gtnvog a [starß + s [gtnhü +
1/22 2 21E.

Errors in ApogeeAltitudeThe

values of Ari, AVi, and Ayi given by equations (2061), (2Üb))

and (20c) are used to determine the errors in apogee altitude. Since the

apogee altitude and apogee radius are related to the earth‘ s radius by

the relation

ha · R — Ra

it is apparent that

Aha “ Ara

l
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hence Aha and Ara may be used interehangee.bly.

The equation for the apogee altitude (ha) is developed in

appendix A and is

ua ¤ ri - R (A16)
where

: »
In equations (A16) and (A18) the circular velocity, at the injection

radius , is fixed by the value of the injection radius (ri).

How the error in the apogee altitude (Aha) is given by equation (U)

to be

Aha==§I_1-ä-Ari+-ir-lit)-;AVi+r i (22)

This equation may be simplified by noting that

-E-ä ¤ 1
bfi

so that equation (22) becomes

ri B(ra/ri) ö(r8/ri)
4

Ab.8_==A1'i+~\;·;;-;bVj_+Ti——-;i··;·:€·-——£Ä7j_ (2})

It is necessary to modify this equation to account for the physical

behavior of the problem which is revealed by a study of equations (A16)

and (A18). A change in ri may cause an increase or a decrease in ha.

An increase in Vi will increase the eccentricity of the orbit (e) causing

the denominator of equation (A16) to decrease and also will increase the

numrator resulting in an increase in ha. Similarly, a decrease in Vi

(
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will cause a decrease in ha. The terms involving 71 will always be

positive so that any variation of 71 from its nominal value of zero

will increase e and an increase in ha will result. Thus equation (25)

may be rewritten as

riAha== Ari + ·-—-—-·- —---··£'·-·--··-·-— + sgn(A71)r1 —-·-E-—-·-· A71 (2*+)
Vc,i MV1/vc,i) B7

where sgn(A71) means the sign of A71 (or sgn A71 == A71/[1171 |).

When equations (eos), (201:), and (20c) are substituted into equation (29)
and tems are combined, it becomes

(25)

where

ri Ö(ra/ri) ö(ra/ri)A‘==A+———-—· C+sgn(A7)r —-··-·-5··--—-EVe,}. äZv1;Vc,i) 1 1 71
ri ö(ra/r1) ö(ra/ri)

B'¤B+ “D+s*n(A )r ——-E---F71 1 71
r

C' G671
ö(r r )

D' sz H371
ö(ra/1*1)

E' ¤ sgn(A71)r1 -·-·~·—·-··——-· Iö7i
r1The

partial derivatives and ~·-———-~·-—-- are given in

appendix C (eqs. (0*+6) and (0*+7)) and presented in figures 10 and ll.
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The standard deviation of the error in apogee altitude [c(AhB_Ü

must be treated reasons given previously concerning the injection

parameters. In a similar manner, the standard devistion of the error in

apogee altitude is

¤¤

Q2 + <6·12[}<¤6Q2 + <z»·12[§<6v Q2 1/2 @6171 6

F. Errors in Perigee Altitude (Ahp)

The error in the perigee altitude (Ahp) is found in a manner similar

to that used in the preceding section. The error in the perigee altitude

can be written as

r1 B{r /1*1) ö(rp/ri)
Ah =¤A1‘j_+-—---AVi+ri-—-E--·A7j_ (27)

since the equation for the perigee altitude is

(V [V. ) cosg 7hp a ri .. R (A17)
1. + e

Errors in ri may cause an increase or a decrease in hp es in

the case of ha. However, any change in 71 from its nominal value of

zero will cause a decrease in hp which ia the opposite of its influence

upon ha. The effect of changes in V1 must be considered more thoroughly

Since 71 es 0, then cos 71 ~ l and

2V .hp · · R <22>
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where
V. 2

== 1 1 1* v > v ( )e VET; · or 1 Cji 296

or

vi 2
6 ¤ 1. ·· Fg: fOI' Vi<}

The substitution of equation (292) into equation (28) yields

hp ° Yi * R (50)

so that
ö(r /1* ).....P....,£.... „ Q (51)

ö(Vi/Vc,i)

When equation (29b) is substituted into equation (28) the resulting

equation is

(vi/vc Q2
np = ri - R (32)2 · (V1/'C,1)2

In the first case where Vi > Vcai, hp is not a function of Vi; but

in the second case where Vi < Vc,i, hp is a function of Vi. In
ö(r r ) ‘

appendix C the partial derivative ————$é—i—— is evaluated at Vi = VC);ö(V1 C,1)
and found to be

ö(rp/ri)
-·-·—-·-—-·—·--···—--—-=¤Ö(V1/Vc,1)

If equations (51) and (Ch?) are substituted into equation (26) two

equations are obtained which are valid depending upon whether Vi > VC,1

or Vi < When these equations are modified to account for the
physical effect of Ani as was done for equation (25) they become
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a(I‘p/Ii)
Ahp ¤ Ari · Bgu(A1i)I'j_ —-—ä-E-— Ah rer (vi + AVi)> VOB (55e)

and

r 8(r /r )
Aux, ·· Ari + M for (vi + AVj_)·< VOB

} (55b)

When equntions (20a), (20b), and (20c) are substituted into eqwations (356:.)

and (551:) and terms are combined one obtains

Ahp = A" AVO + B" A7O + c" An + D" Ahtorand

Ahp ¤ F" AVO + G" A7O + C" Am + D" Ah + E" A<p + H" AVO ter (Ni + AVi)< VO, 1)
<5M‘¤>

where ö( )
An an A •B

BN B B71

ö( )
3** .„ GÖ71

B(
ß" an •3g¤(A7i)pi H

8 r r )
¤öyi

Fn Ü A + 1} •~•~I•;?:••¤• C
•ve,}.

Byi
B

G',
ß B + M-

•··-f3.•-•
D

·•Vc,.i 57i

B
The expression is derived in appendix C (eq. (CW) and is

1
presented in figure 12. Equations (5*+:1) and (55b) are used to determine
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the standard deviation of the error in perigee altitude [h(AhPä] as

was done to determine [e(Aha§]; that is,

2 2 2(B" )2Ex(A7OB + (C")2[:(Lh>Ü +

n 2 °
2I2(11) Exnylü + (n rer (vi + avi > vmi)

(ößa)

and
N 2 2 N 2 2 N 2 2¤(Ahp) = (r 1 [_§<Av„i] + <¤ 1 [envoi] + <¤ 1 [ßmü +

. 2 2 2 1/2

(3511)

The range of validity of each of these eqnations is found by using

the standard deviation of the injection velocity ¤(AN1) as given in

equation (21b).

' If V1 ‘ Ve,1 > _}
¤(Avi1

then eqnation (35a) is valid more than 99.7 percent of the time and may be

considered to be valid over the entire range of Ahp- When

-3R

eqnations (55a) and (55h) are valid for some part of the range of Ahy,

however, the range of validity of each eqnation is not known. When
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eq6„6z1¤6 (666) 16 v611a rer mp > 0 and equ6.1;1¤¤ (3516) 16 v6.11a rer
Ahp < 0. Since the range of validity of each equation is not known, the

value of ¤(Ahp) given by equation (55:2.) will be used over the entire

range. An indication of the effect of this obtained by eomparing the

value of ¤(Ahp) given by equation (E56.) with that given by equation (55%::).
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vlll. PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING ERRORS

The purpose of this section is to present a detailed procedure for

calculating the values of ¤(Ar1), o(AV1), ¤(A71), o(Ah0_), and ¤(AhP)
given by equations (21a), (21b), (Elo), (25), (35a), and (35h). The
parameters which affect the orbit with zero errors and which must be

known are r0, V0, 70, and V5. The type of trajectory considered here

assues that the last stage is ignited at the peak of the ascent tra-

Jectory and that the time of hurning for the last stage is smll. This

results in the assumption that

°‘1'°’1“71”‘71*°

rl ¤ ri z
(ra)ascent trajectory

vl g
(v“)ascent trajectory

The value of P1 and V1 may be calculated using equations (Alk)

and (A21), respectively, where V0,0 is a function of r0 given by

equation (A13) and e is a function of V0, and 70 as given
by equation (A15).

Since the angle of attack and attitude angle are equal to the flights

path angle during the burning of the last stage (all are equal to zero)

the velocity increment (V5) is parallel to the velocity at ignition of the

last stage (V1) and the injection velocity (V1) is

V1 ¤ V1 + V5

The period of a circular orbit having a radius of r0(T0,0) is given

by equation (A26) and the circular velocity at a radius is given

by equation (A13).
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It is also necessary to know the value of e(AVQ), ¤(A7O), ¤(nv5),
¤(nq>), ¤(ne), and ¤(n&l) which nrreeb the errors in the nrngeezery.

The only quantities which still mst be found are the partial

derivatives appearing in equations (20a), (20b), (2Gc), (25), (5%), and
(jhb). The values of these partial derivatives are presented in figuxes 2

to 12. The pertial derivatives, corresponding figgure, and. quantities which

must be known are listed below.

Partial aer11:ez1»·es r1gu:~e number Q“°"‘°’m°” www
must be known.

ö(r /1' 2 vo/vw,. vc,
0 c,o

ö(r3_/r )"""""‘g7""'9" 5 V0/1,0,0* 700
0(Vl/Velo) Ä V /·V 7a(v0/vc,O) O C;O-' O

bw ) 700
06$3* 6 Vo/Vc,0> 70

ss
-—-—--·--·—·--··— 7 V V 7Ö(Vo/Vc,o) 0/ (:,0, O
a(b/ccc O) 8 Vn/Ve,e· 7:1

00(1·/Tc,o) 9 V /V 7°'°°°°‘°°'°°°°°°°°°°°”° )0(V0/Ve,0) O {:,0 O
d(I‘&/1*1)·*“‘*******
10ö(ra/ri)

$,71 11 vi/V6:,1

ö(r /1*;)***%,*1** 12 V1/Ve,1
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The use of the figuren (to determine the value of the partial

derivatives) will greatly reduce the work required to obtain the final

results.

The partial derivatives and can be found using the

xsethod of Buglia, Young, Timons, and Brizlikworth (ref. 6). It is

necessary to know the mass, mass ratio, inertia, spin rate, and thrust

characterlstics of the last stage to use this method.

It ls now possible to caleulate s(Ari), ¤(&V1), ¤(/$71); ¤(Ab„).

ami dm?) using equations (2111), (21b), (21e), (26), (5%); Md (Ö$b)•

the value of s(Ahp) given by equation (35::) ie used over the entire
range of Vi + AVi. The equations yield two values of c(&¤„) and o(AhP).

The larger value of ¤(Abg) corresponds to the case where Abg is

positive while the larger value ef swap) correeponds to the case where
agp 1s negative. Once the valueß ¤f s(Ar1), ¤(AV1); ¤(A71)• ¤(¢ma).•

and ¤(Ahp) are known it is possible to determine the probabillty that

ri, Vi, yi, ha, and hp will lie within a certain range of values.
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Is. ACCURACY OP PARTIAL DERIVATIVES

A series of 15 trajectories were calculated using an IBM 70# computer

to determine the validity of the use of the partial derivatives. One

trajectory was used as the nominal case and had the following initial

conditions which are typical of those of the Scout.

so ¤ 687,251 feet
xo - 570,)+27 reet

V0 ¤ 19,565 feet per second

70 ·== *+6-770
t0 ¤ 121 seconds

The errors assumed in 70 were -50, -20, +20, and +50 and the errors

in VO were -5 percent, -1 percent, +1 percent, and +5 percent. These

errors were combined to determine whether or not their effects could be added

directly. These results are shown in table 1 where they are compared with

the results of the present partial derivative method.

The values of AN}, Am}, Ar}, an Am} indicate the validity of the
assumption that the partial derivatives are linear over small ranges.

The largest differences between the exact and approximate (linear method)

values of these errors are less than 1.5 percent of the nominal values.

The differences between the velocity and radius at the peak of the ascent

trajectory and the velocity and radius at ignition of the last stage

indicates the validity of the assumtion used to derive ääé and, gg.

These assumtions were that V1 and Fl were constant near the peak of

the ascent trajectory. The largest variation of V1 was 89 feet per
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second (¤0.8 percent of V1) and the largest variation of rl was

28,95h feet (~0.l percent of rl). This shows that the assumption was

valid.

The largest disagreemnt between the exact and approximste values

was for the fl1ght•path angle at ignition of the last stage. Errors in

this eagle have the greatest effect upon the apcgee and perigee altitudes

of the final orbit. For the majordty of cases, the difference between

the exact and apprcximatc values was less than 0.25°. Even the saallest

error in this angle as approximately twice the maximum error expected

for the Scout. The largest disagreement between the exact and approximatc

values occurred when the initial errors in Vb and 7o were comhined
but the probability that both errors would be this large is very small

(<xZ0.h percent). The approximate value of the flight-path eagle at

ignitioa of the last stage should be sufficiently accurate for the range

of initial errors expected.

The approxtnate values caleulated using the theory agree closely

with the exact values obtaiaed using the machine calculations. Comparison

of the approxhmate and exact values indicate that the effects of different

initial errors may be added directly to the same degree of accuracy as

tht obtained by using the partisl derivatives.
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X. SAMPLS CALCULATIONS

The dispersion of the apogee and perigee altitudes were calculated

for the Scout vehicle having the values of rO, VO, and 7O presented

in figure 13. The values are functions of the peak altitude of the

ascent trajectory (hA). The velocity increment of the last stage is

10,000 feet per second. The standard deviation of the primary errors

are listed below.

Error Standard deviation (s)

ANQ 132 feet per second

¢Vo 0~ÖO°
ANö 100 feet per second

es o.o5;5°
Aal 0.0666O per second
es o.:s6°

These values do not correspond to those used in the previous section.

The values of o(nNO) an o(Aqb) were determined by the method discussed

in the section on general considerations. The quantities varied were the

total impulse, initial weight, thrust alinement, and drag estimates of

each stage; head or teil winds; ad guidance accuracy. The effect of s
”dead·band" regina in the guidance system was included. The dead•hand

region is a small region around the reference position of the guidance
system in which no control forces are applied in order to reduce the

amount of fuel required by the hydrogen·peroxide rockets which comprise
the reaction control system of the second and third stages.
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The magnitude of the standard deviation of the errors in the

quantities determining the velocity and f1ight~path angle at the burnout

of the next—to·1ast stage, and the standard deviations of ANg, Ann

.A&l, and. am were those which were felt to be approximately the values

obtainable in the Scout system.

Numerieal values of the individual terms of equations (25) and (5äa)

are listed below for hA ¤ 200 nautical miles. These values are typieal
of those at other values of hA and indicate the relative size of the

terms.

112.00 h5.50 0.15 0.02 0.15 71.00

Ahp ¤ A? ANO + B" AVG + c".aa + D" Aßl + E" am

6.90 M.2l 0.15 0.02 0.15

The dominant terms are those due to errors in V0, VS, and 70.
The remaining terms are at least one order of magnitude smaller than these

terms and could be neglected in this case.

The results of the caleulations are presented in figure lk. The lines

designated 0 percent are the nominal values of ha and hp. The lines of

equal value give the prohability that ha or hp will lie within the

range defined by the two lines. For example, at a hA of hoc nautical

miles, the probability that ha will be between 2080 nautical miles and

2250 nautieal miles is 50 percent. The largest dispersion in ha occurs

at the lower values of hA while the dispersion in hp is only slightly

greater at the higher values of hA than it is at the lower values of hA.



nautical miles

Figure lk.- Probable distribution of apogee and perigee altitudes of the
_ , ‘ Scout vehicle.
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If the minimm permissible value of hp is 200 nautical miles,

hA mst be increased to 210 nautical miles before the probability is

50 percent that hp will be greater than 200 nautical miles. If hA

is increased to 250 nautical miles, the probability that hp will be

greater than 200 nautical miles is 99.7 percent.

The theory considers that each component operates successfully

within its individual tolerance and does not consider the probability

that the components will not operate successfully. The importance of

this statement may be realized by considering the preceding example.

While the probability of hp being greater than 200 nautical miles can

be made very high (>> 99.7 percent) if everything operates successfully,

it would be naive to believe that the Scout vehicle will be this

reliable with no exceptions.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS

A theory has been developed which determines the influence of

primary errors upon the dispersion of the apogee and perlgee altitudes

of the orbit of a satellite vehicle. It is seen that the apogee and

perigee altitudes are influenced chiefly by the errors in velocity

and flight·path angle at burnout of the next·to-last stage, guidance,

velocity incremnt and thrust alinement, and pitching rate at ignition

of the last stage. The theory will allow the probability of a satellite

vehicle successfully obtaining a given orbit to be determined. A series

of charts which greatly reduce the amount of work required in applying

the theory are included.

The theory has been applied to the Scout missile for a range of

injection altitudes and one payload weight which is representative of

the capability of this vehicle. One of the major requiremnts of any

future satellite vehicle will be an improved guidance system so that the

Scout probably will be the worst case to which the theory will be applied.
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XV. APPENDICES

APPENDIX A. Development of the Ballistic Equatione

in the Forms Used

The equation of the orbit is given by Goldstein (ref. 9) as

e cos (9 • 9*);] (Al)

where

k =· mu (A2)
L¤l!lI‘2é=lRl°VC08)' (A5)

9 ' == constant of integration

The eccentricity (e) is

mall/2 (Au)e == + --2-mk

and the total energy (E) is

"1
HLZTCE== ·-·-··- -· ·— Ar2 T ( 2)

The eccentricity may be rewritten in the form

2 1/2e 2 hlcosää (A6)n r

Usuel convention is to mensure the central engle from the line

joining the focus and the perigee, hut for convenience the central angle

will be meaeured here from the line connecting the focus and the apogee

so that the constant of integration (9*) is zero. After substitution of
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equations (A2) and (A5) into equation (Al) and rearrangement, equation (Al) ;

becomes 2(r V cos 71 1 )r == (A7)u(l · e cos GJ)
The subscript J refers to any general condition and is used for simplicity,

The apogee (GJ ¤ O) and the perigee (Bj ¤ x) radii are, respectively,

2(rl V1 cos 71) (AB)8E ¤(l - G)
and

r 3 (rl V1 cos yj)2
(A9)P u(l + e)

The injection radius is the radius at ignition of the last stage

(assumed to be equal to the apogee radius of the ascent trajectory) plus

the change in radius during the burning of the last stage (rg)

I1 (A10)

where ro, V0, and 70 are the conditions at the burnout of the next-to·

last stage.

The apogee and perigee altitudes, based on injection conditions,

are respectively

r12V12 cos2 71¤ —-—-——-~———— ~ R (All)G ha ¤(l · G)
and

2 2 2I1 V1 COS 11¤ ——-————~————- - R A12hp u(l + e) ( )

since

11 == 1- - R (A15)

L
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Since the velocity necessary to achieve a circular orbit at a given

radius is

V2
¤ LC)J TJ

the equations for rl, ha, and hp may be Simplified by the use of

this relation to give

2 2cos 70 1+
TQ 1 ·· Q (Al )

where

v 2 v 2 1/2
e ¤ 1 + —~2— ·—£L· - 2 cosä 70 (A15)Vc,o Vc,o

2 2V1 cos 71ha “ ·····i··:····é··— I':1 ·· R (A16)
c,i

and
2V1 cos2 71¤ ———- «~—~—-·- - R A1hp G01) 1 + 2 ri ( 7)

1
1where

v 2 v 2 1/2
i i 2e ¤ l + -~— -•———

· 2 cos 7 A18)

In a central force field, the angular momentum (L) is conserved.

If the engular mementum at the burnout of the next-to—last stage and

that at ignition of the last stage (apogee of the ascent trajectory)

are equeted the resulting equation is

r1V1 ·= !'oVo ¤¤¤ 7o (A19)

1
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or
vl ro—— ¤ —— cos 7 (A20)Ve Y1 °

After substitution of equation (A14), and rearrangement, equation (A20)

becomes

V 1
(1 - E) (A21)V0,0 cos 70 V0

The central angle, between the point of the burneut of the next~to—

last stage and the apogee of the ascent trajectory, is found by aolving

equation (A7) for 8 and eubetituting frem equation (A15) to obtain

2
9 ¤ cos'1·é 1 · £2· —!9— c¤s2 70 (A22)

E T Vcjg

How setting r ¤ ro, then

8 ¤ cos°l-E l — v° 2
cos2 7 (A25)e VC’O o

The tim required to travel frem the perigee to any point on an

elliptical orbit is given by Ramsey (ref. 10) as

a5/2 _l 1 - e 65 eQl - e2 ein 9)t' ¤ ———— 2 tan —~—~— tan —— · '
(A24)JE 1 * ° 2 1 + e coe GJ

The period of the orbit will be twice the time required to travel fro
O

the perigee to the apogee (BJ ¤ ¤), or,

2 5/2T ¤ .Z.&„.. (A25)„/E
Hence the period of a circular orbit of radiua rj is

2 Ö/2
TCM, „ .1*.3].... (126)ä ¢¤
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The time required to travel from the point to epogee (t) is one half

the period minus the time required to travel from the perigee to the

point. Thun the central angle is redefined as

U

so that

xa?/2 1/1-·e2 2 _ 1—e ==-9„ 1 6
A

„„.........1........,.................—„,,,,1,l .........m........„. -..2..’i..„J...va- x vl — eä l + e 2 l - e cos Bj
(A22}

This equation may be written in a nondimensional form on dividing by the

period of a circular orbit; that is,

t 2 1 l-·e ::-93 esinöj———— ¤ —~ l • ———————·————~—— tan° ————— tan —————— • ————————————
Tc’J 2 ra x vl • E2 l + e 2 l - e cos GJ

(628}
Since the aemi·ma3or axis (a) can be expreeaed aa

2.2 ,¤*'············é· (A29)
l — e

where

1
r12V32 coe2 72

J u
cr

2
2 V'} 2

3 ¤ rj cos 73 (A50)
°:J
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then

s 1 Vj 6:062 7;- —-,41__ E (Aöl)
J ¢:J

If equation (A51) is substituted into equstion (A52), and referenced to

conditions et burnout of the next·to-last stage, the nondimensional time

equation becomes

t 1%} 6:06570 _-§l··e? 2 l1··e 1:-6
·-·—·-·—¤¤--·-——-——- '“""*"*"*'**'*"**•l'*·•·•·•···•—•·————-·•--‘[',8,Z1°. tan--------1,,,,, 2 vc, (1 1 + 6 2

e sin 6
·—·—-·-·—··—-·—-—· A 21 ·· ecosThe

injection velocity is related to V1, Q, and VB, es shown by

figure 15, es

2 1/2V1 =· (V1 + Ve ¤¤¤ W) + (Vs Sin <s>) (ABB)

where V1 is a function of rg, V6, and 70. This may be seen by

referring to equations (A15), (A16), (A15), and (A21). These equetions
may be compared to give V1 es a function of ro, VO, and 70 only.
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APPENDIX B. Developent of the Equation for the

Error in Injection Angle

The basic equation for the error in the injection angle is given by

equation (19) as

Ari == Ari + Ars + Arp + Ars (19)

The error in the flight·path angle at ignition of the last stage

(AVI) results from the error in the time required to reach the peak of
the ascent trajectory (dm). This relation is shown in figure 16. The

figure shows that

7 “ t * gg; (B2)
where

e is the angle between the tangent to the flight—path at the ignition

of the last stage and the local horizontal at the peak of the elliptic

trajectory followed by the vehicle during the coast period; and

dbx is the central angle between the point of ignition of the last stage

and the peak of the elliptic trajectory (followed hy the vehicle

during the const period).

The error in 71 is

Ari == AW — Aßnt (B2)
The error in time (At) is defined as the total time required to reach

the peak of the actual ascent trajectory minus the total time required

to reach the peak of the ascent trajectory with no errors. The time of

ignition of the last stage is assumed to be eqal to the tim at which

the peak of the ascent trajectory with no errors would be reached. It

is also assumed that the errors in the times of burnout of the next-to·
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last stage and the ignition of the last stage are negligible. A positive

value of At means that time required to reach the peak of the actual

trajectory is increased or that the last stage is ignited before the peak

is reached. The magnitude of the errors in +.3 and SM; my be expressed

B6 esas a function of -?;-, —-S?} and At where and —-S?-E are estimated

from the curvature of the ascent ellipse and are derived in appendix C

(eqs. (C39) and (0*+0)). The direction of the errors may be determined

from figure 16. Since the final values of wir and SM; are zero for a

perfect injection, the errors are identically equal to xy and 6At

along the actual trajectory at some point other than the peak. Thus xy

and SM;, or A7 and ASM; my be expressed by the following relation

övA =¤ ·· --— At B3«: bt ( )
and

deas ¤ —- at B1+)an at (
or

Baar.A == -· ·-· —-·-—--·· At B571 + at ( )

66Substituting gi- ana
-B-‘ä‘i

rmm equations (059) aaa (01+0) inte

equation (B5) yields

vl -—-—-—° an (B6)M1 ?i(l - s)

1
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where V1 is determined from equation (A21), E} from equation (Alk),

e from equation (A15), and. es from equation (B15).

The change in f1ight—ath angle during the burning of the last stage

will be

yö ==V1
+ V6 cos al

as is shown by figure 15 if the time of burning is assumed to be small.

The burning of the last stage occurs close to the peak of the ascent

tragectory so that

¤· “ ··<P
This approximation explains the apparent discrepancy between figures l and 16.

The error in 7b is

A75==AV5+·§—;—?AVl+€§-‘?-ä-A¤.lwhere

the partial derivative äää , , gää are derived in appendix C
(eq;. (021), (c22), ma (c2;)).

The angle of attack at ignition of the last stage (al) is dependent

upon the attitude (referenced to the local horizontal at the peak of

the ascent trajectory with no errors) maintained by the guidance (w),

the angle between the flight path at ignition and the local horizontal

at the peak of the actual ascent trajectory (s), and the central angle

between the peak of the actual ascent trajectory and the peak of the

ascent trajectory with no errors QAG). This relationship is shown in

figure 17 to be
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and thus the error in the angle of attack is

Anl ¤lAm · es +.A8 (B10)

When equation (B5) is substituted into this expression, then

ml == Am + gi At + A8 (B1.1)Bt

The central angle between the burnout of the next-to·last stage

and the peak of the asoent trajectory with no errors is a function of the

following quantities (eq. (A2?5)):

9 =·= f(7„.»V„,»rO)

and therefore the error in 8 is

aa 1 asA8=—-——A7 +-—-——————-—nv (B12)es °Vc,osince

ro is assumed constant and fixes the value of Vcß. The partial
66 aaderivatives --·-- and are derived in appendix C (eqs. (C5)’
öve 5ZVo;§c,o)’

and (C6)) and are presented in figures 6 and 7.

The tim required to travel from the burnout of the next-·to·-last

stage to the peak of the assent trajectory with no errors is a function

of the following quantities (eq. (1152)):

t “ f(Y0.•vO:7O)

Thus the error in time is exgpressed as

ö(c T ) T am T )A1; „ ......{...£z2... A70 + ...91.9. ........(..£z.9...... AVO (B15)ö7o Vc,o öwe/Vc,e)
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since ro is assumed constant and fixes the values of Two and Vwo.

The partial derivatives and are derived in

ansppenixC (eqs. (C7) and (C8)) and presented in figures 8 and 9.
The change in the flight-path angle due to disturbances of the

spinning last stage may be expressed as

ayo·§y·?än¤+éa?7;-geil (Blk)

Buglia, Young, Timons, and Brinkworth (ref. 6) have presented a method

for calculating the value of 7o as a function of ua and {vl. This

information is used to find the value of and These partial
derivatives are functions of the moments of inertia, mass, motor performnce,

spin rate, etc., of the last stage.

The thrusting of the last stage takes place at a sufficiently great

altitude that there is essentially no drag. The effect of gravity upon

the velocity increment is negligible since the flight-·path angle is

almost zero. Therefore the central angle traveled during the burning

of the last stage is a function of the velocity at ignition of the last

stage (V1) and the velocity increment of the last stage (V5), or,

so - r(vl,vö)

Then the error in Go is expressed as

(B15)

l
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0I'

AGB zu 4, A70 4. (B16)
av), c,0) ö7'o BVB

- @2 @.2The pa1“t1a1 derivatives ~·-··-·· and are given in appendix C6vö 6vl
(eqs. (028) and ((229)).

When equations (18), (B5), (B8), (B11), (B12), (B15), (1311+), and (B16)
are combined they yield

AV S S S1 VSVO Bt 66, 61: 6(vo/VCVO) 6vl 6(vo/VSVO)

1 AV T, - 1 -vc,o äi VQ 1,0
’ Wi VQ V„,„ °

‘” ‘··° F?

6% V S ggg éjg SV6*17,, °’° @1 @1, @1 5% °’° @1 an
B9 6, 67 6 (B17)

ov the equations tor the partial derivatives ((:21); —é—v-i-, (::.21),

67 66 B9 6,;, 66ä, (@9); und 3-;*-1, (6*+2) am
substituted into equation (Bl?) yielding
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2A, „ FF..«=....»¤......11

vö B9
AV +· T 1 e vl vl 6(1/ec A)

0 e 0Vc:,o V1 2(V6/Vc,6) *1 2%/"¤,¤) ’ 1 ‘
° V1 *1 276

v (V 266 6(V ) 1166 116(V
A7O+

tb 1. 0 0 V1 0 rl 270

l Vl 2 ÖSO Vetö 1 -· (vl/vl) + 1n(wl/ul) V5
1 1 Vo 1 1

575 Ö75 •-——- am --—-- 11 8am + öl srl < 1 >

If the individual terms are evaluated over the range of interest

for the Scout, it is found that the following terms are small compared to

the others:

2% 2(V1/Vg,¤) A, AV V ie 6 V6 (A, ,2,
V5 V1 Ö75 Ö(V5/VC,5) ° 0 1*; V5 V B7-ABroV

am 5% AV l Vets l
0 ""' 0 """" °""""""""""""""""""""""""""'“""" öC20 rl Ö70 vl vi S70 rl E- " (V1/"'lÜ2

If these terms are neglected equation (B18) becomes

1
1
1
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zrclo 1 vö vl 1 vll a6O
A7l== ··——-·——·—··—e~———·-——-··-—·--—·—·——+———·—-g··———·——·~·-——· AV +

Vc,o 1 " e Vi Y1 awo/vc,o) Vc,0 Vi O

1 v v ö(t/T ) v 69 v
’ 1 - e Vl rl 670 Vi 67O Vl

67 Ö7 .-9- am + -,9 A7l (B19)6m 67l

The elimination of these terms changes the aquation for Ayl from

a nonlinear function of AVO, AVO, AVO, M, Am, and Aérl to 6 linear

function of AVO, A7O, M, Aw, and

I
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APPHDIX C. Evaluation of Partie}. Dexdvatives
1. Evaluation of partia.1 derivatives using the ballistic equations

The partial derivatives which will be evaluated using the ballistic

a(1·1~)E»(1·1·)?1(vv)€¤(vv) aa
arg •••.•«j•-——-—««•«’am

övsas1; T *6 T___' ö( am ö( /c„¤)_
S70 awo/vc,0) Ö70

The forms of the ballistic equations which are of use are listed below.

2I‘]_
= VQ 2 lro cos 70 ----1__ 8 (15.1*+)

V 1 V........3;... ¤ „....(....°';£.?.)(3_ - e) (A21)VGN cos 70 V0

1 * ’¤ (A25)e

5t 1-}/1-eä2TGN
2 VGN (1 • ez) 1: \/1 · eä 1 + e 2

e sin 6............................ A 21 ·· e cosvo
2 VO 2 2 1/2

¤ 1 •-—-•·— ----··—·~
• 2 Al° " ’¤ ‘ 5’

ö(I'l/Yo) ö(!‘l/Yo) Ö(Vl/V0 0)The partial derivstives —--—--·-···-—— -—-—~····--·?-——ö(VJ$c,¤V am ' 6%/VC,¤>’
and

aa
are listed be"0w

70 a7o Ö V 0,0)
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ö(I‘l/PO)
z 2(YO/vc O)COS2 70 (1 ~ G) +

0062 70 VO 2 VO 2 _
JJ(1 · 6)** 6

V Ä? 1 2 2 2
610 (1 - 6) 2e v0__0 v0,

(G2)

—··—-—-——-··--—-¤=•—-·--—-—-·-———---———-——--——-—·——-—- --—·-—···- -1+1-0888 70 8 @0,0 Vc,0
(0)

ö(V1/V0,0) _ (V0/Vc,0)$1¤ 270 + (1 ** ¢)8i¤ 70 (00)
ö7O 20 006 7o (VO/VGN)? 0062 70

6- 2 2
2 2

006270 05
° Vc,0 (ca)

aa 70 02CO82ö(V

/V J 8 „ 2 20 cw 1 -·C0828
70,07 <¤6>

The values of these part-ial ö.ex·ivati1es are presented in figures 2 to 7 as

functions of and 70.
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ö(1;/rc 0) ö(1;/mcO)Thepartial derivetivee —«—5;;L—— and 5(v;7güj;7~ are developed
new. These partial derivativea may be written ae

5(@/”P„,¤) _ 5(t/Tao) + 5(<=/Tae) __5_j__ + 5(*=/'Pc,0) 59 (C?)9% 5*; °·= 9n Ö9 an
and

ae ao
de ö(vo/vcjo)

66(G8)
where 7o' and are dummy variables.

The individual terms of equaticns (C7) and (C8) are

ö(1;/T ) 1;—-—-—-—-‘i·}?@-· = -6 (C9)
ö7e Tc,o

a(r ur ) 1;
...........{...E.‘!„2...;. e (gig)
a(Ve/Ve,¤) Vo Tc,o

ö(t/TC O) Be t 1 V0 5 cos} 70 1 - e 2 u · 6 el

tan s — 8 2 ,1 + e ·2 x(1 + e)? 1 • e

(1 ·· E COB Ü)E(1 • •• G (1 -· 82)-]-/238111 Ü + (1 ·-· (*:2)]*/26 8111 Ü COB Ü

¤(1 ·- e cos
(C11)

I_ __ _„_______________________________________________________________......................J
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and

612 1V 5 5 2 1- -6*1- -6.£...L6.«;»).„,-......«g... ..,_,,......<.*=;-„„L_,,.-.·:...... 1......,B8 l+e 2 1+6- 2

(1 -
e2)l/2 e(cos 9 — e)—-·——-———-—··--—·-—-—-—-—-—-- (::12)x(1 • e cos G)2

Using equation (A15) the terms gg- and are found to be

de 1 vc, 2 vc, 2
---·---- s1¤27·--—- ---- -2 (cm)ö7o 22 { OGc,0 Vc,o

and

66 2 6662 7 v v 2.....;.............. „ ...................9, ....2.) ...2. .. Q (611;)
awo/Vc,o) 2 Vc,o Vc,o

1; *2 6 1; 2The values of and are presented ina7o Ö(Vo Vc,o)

figuren 8 and 9 as functions of 70and2.

Evaluation of ?-7-Q,
37--§-, and P-7-9-.6v av Ba8 l l

The change in the 1’light···path angle during the burning of the last

stage (7;;) is given by equation (B7) as —

_ V5 sin Gl7 =· am 1 -------—---- (B7)
V1 + V0 cos al
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Ö75 Ö75 Ö75This is used to obtain and $1, or

((315)
av V12 + 2V1V5 cos Gl + V52

V 182.9. „ .. (C16)av V1 + Zvlvö COS CL1 + VÖ

and
575 l V1V5 cos al + V52

(C17)—”
2 2Ba V1 + 2V1V5 CCS :1.1 + V5

Equations (C15), (C16), and (C17) may be simplified since the angle of

attack is sufficiently small so that

cos ~ 1ul
and

sin al ¤ al

With these approximations the equatious become

516 Vlal··-···-· -
-—-——·-——--2 C18ÖV6 (V1 + V6)

.. ......X§".L..... (319)övl (vl + vb)2

and
Vä.7..§. ¤ „............§........ (QQQ)Bel (vl + vb)
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Since Gl is assumed small, then

V1 + V5 ¤= V1

and, c. may be approximated by

a 6**1 “” °P ‘°“ 5; ^7¤‘ o
How equations (18), (C19), and (C20) become

a 1 v 2 aa
A70 (gg;)

vl vö vi S70

ayö 1 vg 2 aa A7 (C22)es---
8 •• •••-• •-••••—~avl vß v ayo °

and ö7ö V6—-—- =· ·—- (626)aal vi

aaa aaa
5. Evaluation of ·—-- and —··-—.

avö avi
The change in central angle (95) during the burning of the last

stage may be approximated by assuming that the distance traveled (s) is

parallel to the local horizontal at the time of the ignition of the last

stage. Amr change in the altitude during the burning of the last stage

will be smll compared to the radius and will be neglected. The distance

traveled during the burning of the last stage may be found by integration

of the classical rocket equation
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W1
V1 ¤= V1 + Ve In

:;:-1-
(C2l+)

to yield

Wi w·

The angular distance traveled during tg is

9 ¤= t *1 -E-·~B au rl (c26)

The distance s is small compared to the radius so that 96 may be

approximated as

V t V t w- w

and thus

696 Vsts 1 — (wi/vi) + 1¤(wi/wi)
V5 I'1 [1 ·· (Wi/Vlg

and ‘
Bög t5== —-·· (G29)Wi ri

66*+. Evaluation of ig-andIn

order to evaluate ä it will be necessary to use the curvature
of the ellipse representing the ascent tra,jectory* with no errors and the

curvature of the ellipse representing the actual ascent trajectory

assuming that near the peak the curvature of these two ellipses are equal.

I

i I
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The equation of an ellipse with the origin at one of the foci is l

_ 2 2
$EL;2EEl„,+ ää e 1 (ggg)

where a and b are the semi-major and semi—m1nor axes respectively.

This and the othr general relations in this section may be found in

reference 5. This equation is rewritten in the form

a 2 2 1/2y == aß · (¤¤ -· sd;] (C5l)

The curvature of the ellipse is

2 **9/2
dx

When the proper substitutions are made, equation (C52) becomes

(h/a)(x • ae)2 + (b/a)[a2 ·(xrc=· · (cz;){[92 · (X · @@2:} + (b/¤)2(x··at
the maximum value of x(hA)

x ¤ ra ¤ a(l + e)

so that the curvature is

1: - - -9- 0:6*+)B2

the relation involving a, b, and e is

1 2 -s - 2(1 - 29) / (cab)
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1 so that eubstitution of (C55) inte yielda

1: ¤ - --—-L-§- (:156;
a(l — e )

The injection radiua (ri) ia

:-1 = atl + el (ca?}
and therefcre

11: ·= - -—--—-—--—- 1~aa1:1¤¤/1·:1:1·: (c;8)1 r1(1 - e)
When the vehicle is near hA the velccity is approximately constant ao

that

gg'- * VlK

or
¤*•·The

time rate of change central angle near the peak of the aacent

trajectory may be approximated by aasuming that the velocity is conatant

and that the trajectory ia a circle of radius rl.. In this case

Mat V1-—— cho-E-— ·· rl ( )
5. Evaluation of partial derivatives of apogee and perigee radii.

The equation for the apogee radius is (eq. (Al6))

2 2r V cos 7__§_ 1/Vati)Ö.P1
1 •· 6
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The iujection angle (71) is almost horizontal (71 ~ 0) so that

cos 71 ~ l and

Vi 2 2e ~
—-—-—~ · 1 ((3*+2)Vc,i

The substitution of equation (Ch2) into (Chl) yields

V (V /V J2
T1 2 " (V1/Vc,1)2

and
EÖVV1/Ve,1)

(2’An

examination of equation (A17) shows that for 71 sv O the perigee

radius is

V v 2
vi< vc 1 (gu;}

2 — (V /v J
"‘ ’’1

1 ¤,1

I which is identical to equation (Ch;). Similarly

ö< J V v v J
"' '***"‘*‘************(1/ bi 2 V1 $ Vs 1 (@+6)aw/V J [edv/V J?] ’

i Ü;}. 1 Ö-gi

If this last equation is evalusted at V1 == Vc,1 it yields

J+ (ch';)bm/v„,1J

- ö
The partial derivatives and must be approximated

I
Ö7; Ö71

I since at 71 ¤ 0 they are both zero. The approximate equations are

I \
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···----————~ -··-—·—-—·—-——-·---—-···-—·--—----— (C*»8)871 8*71
and

··········ä7·········· ’·” (C8?)1 A71

3(r/r) 3(r r) ö(r r)
The values of -—·-·-E-·-··-jä-—-, ··-·--?·(-·-8'—-, and -—i——j4- are presentedMV1/vc,i) 871 871

in figures 10, ll, and 12. An arbitrary value of mi =¤ 2° was used

ö(r /r ) ö(r /r )
to obtain ——···-9····-8- and --1-:1-%-4- .

hö 876
6. Evaluation of ·-·-- and ~·-·;·- .ds Öl

These terms involve the changes in the flight-·path angle of the spinning

last stage during the tim it is thrusting and are caused by thrust mis·-

alinement and pitching rate at the time of separation of the last stage

from the next··to--1ast stage. The terms are evalnated using mfoxmtion

given by the method of Buglia, Young, Timons, and Brinkworth (ref. 6).

These values depend upon the mass and inertia cbaracteristics of the last

stage (which are allowed to vary with time), and the spin rate (angular

velocity about the axis of symmetry) which is held constant.
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Benjanlne J• Garland

A ABTBAGT

A necessary part of aw et@ of the performance of a satellite
vehicle ie an analysis of the effect of errors present during the
launching upon the final orbit which is achieved• This information
will give the probability of ohtaining a specified orbit and will
lndicate which orbits are practical•

A theory has been developed which predicts the influence of
primary errors upon the final orbit cf the satellite. The theory

was applied to the case of the Scout vehicle for a , range of injeetion
altitudee and one payload weight which is representative cf the capa-
bility of the 8eout• It was found that the errors which have the
greatest influence on the final orbit of the satellite are the errors
in the Velocity and flight-path angle at burnout cf the last stage,
guidance, and thruet niealineuent of the last stage• I _Ä

The results cf the study indicate that in the case considered for
I the Scout the prcbability of not obtaining an orbit because of errors

within the individual tolerancee of the system is very e¤all•

II




